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Abstract— In Today’s World peoples are updated from manual to digital and all are depends on android
applications, so that his Application helps to those who wish to get news and events of Universities and
educational organizations in a digital manner. The target users of Multimedia News Application are
universities and Educational Institutions, students and public. Our application mainly designed for the use of
Institution students so that they can be updated with the current scenario and news that happens within
Respective Educational Organization. public can get the recent activities notifications and what are the
currents events are going, and also get complete notifications of the news and events. Users can view what is
happening throughout the Institutions in their fingertips. Multimedia News Application has mainly three
users’ admin, reporter and users. Admin is super user of our application and admin can be responsible to
maintain reporters. Reporters can update the news of his department. Users can read the news of current
date or department wise.
Keywords— multimedia, news, events, smart notifications

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet is very famous nowadays for satisfying people with various services related to various different
fields. It is a very versatile facility which can help you in completing many tasks easily and conveniently with
few clicks. It can be any work of daily usage or any specific service which needs a lot of research and
formalities to be done beforehand. Almost everything is now available over internet in this age of advancement
of technologies. So, we are planning to use internet to provide university news. Multimedia News Application is
an Android application designed for a use by the students and peoples. Our application mainly designed for the
use of students so that they can be updated with the current scenario and news that happens within institutions.
As the paper title says, application being designed is only for the purpose of publishing entire institutions news.
Our application consists of admin, reporters and users as modules. Our application allows publishing various
news and events relating to institutions with advertisements. In our application firstly, admin login to the
application and further he has the responsibility of adding various departments and secondly, he has authority to
assign the reporters to various departments of institutions. Admin is also responsible to approve the news posted
by the reporters.
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The reporters of various departments of institutions can post news in the Applications that is happening in their
respective departments. The news issues may include business, cultural activities, sports or any other activities
can be reported and posted on their Application. Reporters must be updated with current activities happening in
their respective departments and must be posted as early within the Application regularly. Reporters must
update all news regularly to the Application. Reporters also has right to post various advertisements within the
news Application.
Users are the end users of our application. He can use news Applications for viewing news of current scenarios
that is being happened in institutions. Since this news application limited to institutions, People or Students can
view and be updated with all the news and various activities that are happening in various departments of
institutions.
Objectives:







User should view entire institutions news in Application.
Reporters should report news easily just by click on few buttons.
User friendly interface is provided.
Time efficient.
It should allow the use of internet for news media field.
Commercial ads also can be published by using this application.

II. EXISTNG SYSTEM
In present scenario, all the news or affairs of Educational institutions is printed on the paper and need to be
circulated to the all users or students. All the process is done manually which is time consuming and not easy to
be updated with the news regularly. If any events details have to be circulated among all students
simultaneously is not possible. Students may not get news that is happening within the Educational institutions.
User may not get complete news about his surroundings that are happening. Users need to buy papers to know
what is happening around the Educational institutions.
Limitations:


Manual work, Loss of data.



More man power required.



Won’t get proper information on time



Problem of reaching the information to common man

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Our application “Multimedia News and Events” is basically designed for the use of students. Through this
Application students get complete news about Educational institutions through online. Students need not to buy
the newspapers to know about the Educational institutions events. Each and every activity or news that is
happening within the various departments of institutions can be viewed in our news application. Our application
makes reporters of various departments of institutions to update current news regularly so that users can view all
news that is happening within institutions and can be updated with latest news of institutions.
IV. RELATED WORKS
During this era every one going to depends on the internet and automation of things regarding to this we are
going to give a proposal by notifying News and Events to the students and identifying the public through smart
way. Nowadays Android Applications is very familiar in Educational institutions. When a students or public
using this application the information’s about the institutions and what are the currents news and events going
on can be notified to the students and publics.
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Fig. 1 News and Notifications

Fig. 2 Multimedia Application

V. CONCLUSION
Our Application “Multimedia News and Events” being designed is a user friendly and time saving
application. Our application is designed in a way such that it is specifically to be used by students of
Educational institutions. Our application provides latest news of Educational institutions according to
department wise. Users of institutions can view news of specific department and updated with latest information
of all institutions activities. This Application has been a great experience to us. We learned to implement
software concepts in real life. It helped us how to work as a team and build an Application. This Application has
helped us in great depth to learn the concepts of software engineering. We have tried to make the software as
user friendly as possible. It taught us to implement the various advanced concepts.
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